Register Names Second Semester Honor Students

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Waldorf Cafeteria 167 Central Ave.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
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State's Red Cross Unit "Ped" Editor Requests Debate Schedule Includes
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State College News
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"Shucks—I blew in when I shouldn't've blown out!"

Masquerade Ball Will Commence

Inter-Sorority Council Schedules Social For Freshmen Women

Religious Clubs Slate Activities For Near Future

Greeks To Hold Toasr For Tea

"Morty" Chatters, Spins The Platters

State's Red Cross Unit "Ped" Editor Requests Debate Schedule Includes
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State's Red Cross Unit "Ped" Editor Requests Debate Schedule Includes

Pig the poor Pigs! He's been making all those track cigarette tests you've been talking about! He's taken one pull of this brand — one sniff of that. A quick inhale of cigarette "A" — a fast inhale of cigarette "B" — and he's still coughed! Seriously, isn't the worst way to test a cigarette to smoke pork after pig, day after day?

That's the test Camel asks you to make —

"Morty" Chatters, Spins The Platters

State's Red Cross Unit "Ped" Editor Requests Debate Schedule Includes

"Morty" Chatters, Spins The Platters

State's Red Cross Unit "Ped" Editor Requests Debate Schedule Includes

More People Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!
Another Scandal

"Just, Joe, Joe Hanley's Letter giving the
very reason why he charged his mind more
running for Governor once again that poli
tical should adopt a sit and write. The expla-
nation in order, and they are already under way.

The need for is not pleasant, but we think that
these to men whose shipwreck is office has
never been questioned, it is permissible, it
may be two to four to hear the defense in full. We shall do
this.

This week's editorial is for the Times
Thursday, October 17.

From a "voted" area of the state and
will affect the elections in the

on the political parties, and he will face the inevita-
didates. He will "wait a day or two to hear the

pen since the truth is coming to the

the election booth in two weeks he will have to

in a series of campaigns which occur in our po-

leases have not shown Hanley to be dishonest.

voters change their minds.

The smell so far is not pleasant, but we think that
in fairness to men whose uprightness in office has

world is not pleasant, but we think that
in fairness to men whose uprightness in office has

truthful picture of what is happening."

As much as politicians may say that
change their minds.

In the area affected the Times shows the rea-

didates. This makes it especially

As much as politicians may say that
change their minds.
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November 17.
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